Tailoring molecular interactions between microporous polymers in high performance mixed matrix membranes for gas separations†
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Membranes are crucial to lowering the huge energy costs of chemical separations. Whilst some promising polymers demonstrate excellent transport properties, problems of plasticisation and physical aging due to mobile polymer chains, amongst others, prevent their exploitation in membranes for industrial separations. Here we reveal that molecular interactions between a polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM) matrix and a porous aromatic framework additive (PAF-1) can simultaneously address plasticisation and physical aging whilst also increasing gas transport selectivity. Extensive spectroscopic characterisation and control experiments involving two near-identical PIMs, one with methyl groups (PIM-EA(Me2)-TB) and one without (PIM-EA(H2)-TB), directly confirm the key molecular interaction as the adsorption of methyl groups from the PIM matrix into the nanopores of the PAF. This interaction reduced physical aging by 50%, suppressed polymer chain mobilities at high pressure and increased H2 selectivity over larger gases such as CH4 and N2.

Introduction

Chemical separations are a major consumer of energy on a global scale, with estimates that they demand as much as 15% of global energy production.1 As membranes operate in a continuous fashion at ambient conditions, energy requirements could be lowered by up to 90%.2,3 However, for this potential to be realized, significant challenges must be overcome. Membrane materials must exhibit remarkable inherent transport behavior and maintain performance under operating conditions. Polymers are attractive candidate membrane materials due to their useful transport behavior coupled with ready processability. In fact, polymer membranes have been actively deployed for gas4 and liquid5 separations for over 40 years, while hundreds of new polymers with superior transport behavior have been reported. Despite advances in polymer science, challenges beyond their inherent transport behavior have limited the implementation of new polymers into commercial modules. For example, regardless of film thickness, polymers with intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) are susceptible to CO2-induced plasticisation and physical aging6–8 and possess insufficient gas selectivity. Plasticisation arises from sorbed molecules mobilising polymer chains, reducing gas selectivities.9 Due to dual mode sorption, it can also cause gas permeability to reduce before increasing at higher pressures.10 Meanwhile, physical aging occurs naturally as polymer chains converge, reducing gas permeabilities.11

A strategy to reduce these effects is to rigidify polymer chains. This has been achieved with mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) comprising microporous additives such as metal organic frameworks,12 porous aromatic frameworks (PAFs),13 covalent organic frameworks,14 metal organic polyhedra,15 and hypercrosslinked polymers (HCPs).16,17 Amongst these additives, PAFs can best control physical aging of PIMs where PIM/PAF composites only lose 20% of their CO2 permeabilities.18 Meanwhile PIM composites comprising other microporous additives (MOFs,19 HCPs,17 fumed silica19) lose up to 80% of
their CO₂ permeabilities. To date, it has been demonstrated that such approaches can only address a single limitation of polymer membrane. Moreover, this approach may reduce gas selectivities when incompatible additives are used. Here we show that plasticisation, physical aging and poor gas selectivity of polymer membranes can be simultaneously addressed in a single MMM by tailoring interactions between additives and specific sites of the polymer matrix. The polymer matrices deployed in this work were PIMs that contained Tröger base (TB) and ethanoanthracene (EA), with (PIM-EA(Me₂)-TB) and without (PIM-EA(H₂)-TB) methyl pendant groups at its two bridgehead positions (Fig. 1). Due to the better capability to control physical aging of PIMs, PAF-1, a microporous network polymer comprised of tetrahedral carbon atoms linked by biphenyl groups with 2 pore sizes centred at 0.2 and 1.3 nm (ref. 13 and 21) was deployed as an additive. The average diameter of PAF-1 nanoparticles deployed here in this work were 200 nm (Fig. S1). The non-methylated PIM-EA(H₂)-TB served as a control to demonstrate the impact of a trivial chemical structural difference in the polymer matrix on additive interactions and compatibility. This led to contrasting PIM chain mobility, aging mechanisms and gas transport behaviour at various operating conditions.

Results and discussion

Impact of methyl groups on interactions with PAF-1 and physical aging

T₁ relaxation times of carbon atoms in polymethylsilylpropyne and PIM-1 obtained from solid state ¹³C NMR could be used to describe polymer chain mobility, where relative decreases in T₁ relaxation times (w.r.t those of as-cast polymers) infer a greater mobility of carbon atoms, while increments in T₁ relaxation times indicate less mobile carbon atoms. Hence, the mobility of carbon atoms in functional groups located on the bulky side chains or flexible points on these polymer chains are excellent indicators of plasticisation and physical aging. Based on these observations, here we hypothesise that the key drivers of physical aging in PIMs studied here were; namely, ethylene bridges, TB methylene bridge, methyl group (PIM-EA(Me₂)-TB only) and the methine group (PIM-EA(H₂)-TB only). This hypothesis was validated here with solid state ¹³C NMR.

The carbon atoms in methyl groups, ethylene bridge, and TB methylene bridge of PIM-EA(Me₂)-TB became more mobile as the polymer chains converged during physical aging (Fig. 2). The degree of freedom in these functional groups was as follows: methyl (C9) > TB methylene bridge (C1) > ethylene bridge (C7, C8); indicating that PIM-EA(Me₂)-TB chain convergence was primarily driven by the EA methyl groups. PAF-1 preferred to interact with methylated bulky side-chains of polyacetylenes and PIM-1. However, here, we observed that PAF-1 only appeared to immobilize the EA ethylene and TB methylene bridges in PIM-EA(Me₂)-TB, but not the EA methyl groups. This was because the presence of other CH-based functional groups altered the preferred interaction sites between PAF-1 and the polymer chains.
and the polymer matrix. Facing competition from both ethylene and methylene bridges where PAF-1 preferred to interact with and rigidify the EA ethylene bridge, interactions between EA methyl groups and PAF-1 were minimized.

The immobilization of both EA ethylene and TB methylene bridges was achieved through non-bonding physical interactions for example, weak aliphatic–aromatic CH/π interactions, as the NMR spectra of both the neat polymer and nanocomposite film contained similar peak positions (Fig. S20†).

Such interactions were most likely to happen between the ethylene and methylene bridges and the aromatic rings of PAF-1, similar to the stabilization of biomolecules and organic crystals via London dispersion forces governing CH/π interactions between aromatic and aliphatic structures. The absence of pendant methyl groups in PIM-EA(H2)-TB changed the way these polymer chains aggregated and interacted with PAF-1. As PIM-EA(H2)-TB aged, both the ethylene bridge and methine group on the EA(H2) unit became more mobile, while the TB methylene bridge lost mobility.

Clearly, PIM-EA(H2)-TB chain convergence during aging was driven primarily by the EA(H2) unit; leading to smaller and less free volume (Tables S2 and 3†) that restricted the mobility of TB methylene bridges. Meanwhile, although P1-1 preferred to interact with both the methine group and ethylene bridges of PIM-EA(H2)-TB, the mobility of these functional groups was retained. Conversely, the mobility of TB methylene bridges in PIM-EA(H2)-TB/PAF-1 nanocomposites was enhanced, most likely due to minimal interactions between this functional group and PAF-1. The negligible influence of PAF-1 on the mobility of a CH-based functional group, possibly due to the inability of PAF-1 to break up the inter-PIM chain interactions in PIM-EA(H2)-TB. This was validated here by characterising the behaviour of PIMs studied here and their interactions with PAF-1 in solution phase. The viscosity of solutions containing 2 wt% PIM-EA(H2)-TB in chloroform was 100% higher than that of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB (Fig. 3). This observed effect is not an artefact of polymer molecular weight where high molecular weight PIM typically increase the viscosity of solutions. The molecular weight of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB was 155 800 ~ 3 times larger than that of PIM-EA(H2)-TB.

Here the lack of methyl groups promoted inter-chain interactions, leading to greater PIM-EA(H2)-TB chain agglomeration. In contrast, for PIM-EA(Me2)-TB, the pendant methyl groups reduced polymer chain interactions thus lowering viscosity. The viscosity of solution mixtures provides insight into the nature of polymer-PAF interactions. Typical of systems with non-compatible components, 10 wt% PAF-1 (w.r.t. polymer concentration) increased the solution viscosity of PIM-EA(H2)-TB by 8%. In contrast, PAF-1 reduced the viscosity of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB solutions. This could be ascribed to better interactions between the PAF additive and the PIM chains, possibly due to adsorption of polymer chains on the additive, the threading of polymer chains into additive pores and enhanced porosity within the mixture. The degree of interaction between PAF-1 and PIMs also impacted on the physicochemical structure of resultant films.

From SAXS/WAXS spectra of neat PIM films, the inter-chain distance between PIM chains was smaller by 30% for PIM-EA(H2)-TB (d-space = 7.7 Å, Fig. 4a) relative to PIM-EA(Me2)-TB (d-space = 11 Å, Fig. 4b). Typical of non-compatible systems, PAF-1 enhanced d-spacing in PIM-EA(H2)-TB by 200% (from 7.7 Å to 23.6 Å) (Fig. 4c). This d-space was reduced by 40% to 14.8 Å upon aging. Meanwhile, for the PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 composite, the polymer chains were only propped further apart by 60% (Fig. 4d) relative to the neat film and the largest pore size distributions in PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 were only reduced by 4% after aging. It appeared that PAF-1 caused PIM-EA(H2)-TB to age faster while reducing the physical aging rate of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB. This was also validated with single gas permeation results collected from samples aged naturally (stored in ambient conditions) over 730 days (Fig. S22, ESI†). This significant structural change was reflected in data from positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) (Tables S2 and 3, ESI†). Although the PALS average pore sizes remained
relatively stable from aging, there was an overall drop in fractional free volume as the number of large free volume elements decreased while increasing the number of smaller free volume elements. Without PAF-1, there was an overall decrease in size and number of free volume elements with aging. To untangle the effects of physical aging rates due to film thicknesses, we measured the gas permeability loss rates of 15 μm thin and 139 μm thick PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 films (Fig S22, ESI†). The loss in H2 permeabilities across these films of different thicknesses is identical (10–20%), indicating that physical aging occurs at the same rate in PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1, regardless of film thickness.

**Impact of methyl groups on interactions with PAF-1 and plasticisation**

Gas-induced plasticisation (gas pressure increase, gas permeability increase) and dual mode sorption (gas pressure increase, gas permeability decrease) in polymers are best illustrated with a highly sorbing molecule like CO2.8,35 Here, we used both pure and mixed (50:50, stage cut 0.1%) CO2 and CH4 gases over pressures or partial pressures of 2 to 20 atm (Fig. 5). Typical of dual mode sorption36 and widely observed in polymer membranes that were not plasticised significantly by the permeating gas,37 the CO2 permeabilities of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB and PIM-EA(H2)-TB/PAF-1 were reduced by 2% and 20%, respectively (Fig. 5a and b) as single gas CO2 pressure increased from 2 to 20 bar. Likewise, the mixed gas CO2 permeabilities of both PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 and PIM-EA(H2)-TB/PAF-1 were also reduced by similar amounts at higher CO2 partial pressures. The moderation in CO2-induced swelling for PIM-EA(Me2)-TB was consistent with the greater interaction of this polymer host with the PAF-1 additive where rigidified PIM EA(Me2)-TB chains were less likely to swell. Meanwhile, higher CH4 pressures did not result in any significant changes in single gas CH4 permeabilities (Table S9, ESI†). The main difference here was in the 63 and 39% increase in mixed gas CH4 permeabilities of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 and PIM-EA(H2)-TB/PAF-1, respectively. The enhancements in mixed gas CH4 permeabilities underpinned an unexpected loss in mixed gas CO2/CH4 selectivities, possibly due to a combination of dual mode sorption effect reducing mixed gas CO2 permeability and moderated swelling of the PIM matrices at high CO2 pressures that enhanced the permeation of larger gases such as CH4 (Fig. 5c–e). Similar to physical aging, where permeation of small gas molecules in PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 nanocomposites were less affected (Fig. S23, ESI†), the impact of CO2 induced swelling and plasticisation favoured the mixed gas permeation of smaller gases (CO2 kinetic diameter 3.3 Å) over larger gases (CH4 kinetic diameter 3.8 Å) as a function of pressure.

**Impact of methyl groups on interactions with PAF-1 on gas separations**

10 wt% PAF-1 enhanced all gas permeabilities of PIM-EA(H2)-TB by at least 110%, but majorly reduced gas selectivities (Fig. S21†). This was typical of nanocomposites containing components with low compatibility,38 where the bulk polymer phase was not in intimate contact with the dispersed phase.39 As PAF-1 increased the d-space in PIM-EA(H2)-TB by 200%, the Knudsen diffusion of H2, N2, and CH4 were facilitated; leading to drastic gas permeability enhancements. Rapid physical aging of the PIM-EA(H2)-TB/PAF-1 nanocomposites was apparent, consistent with the reduction in d-spacing indicated by SAXS/WAXS.

In contrast, the strong interaction between PAF-1 and PIM-EA(Me2)-TB delivered a remarkable increase in both permeability and selectivity, surpassing the 2015 upper bounds for light gas separations including H2/N2, H2/CH4, and O2/N2 reported by Pinnau et al.44 (Fig. 6a–c). 10 wt% PAF-1 enhanced the H2 permeability of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB by 71% while reducing N2 and CH4 permeabilities by 5 and 11%, respectively.
This contrasting effect of PAF-1 on gas permeation in PIMs with similar chemical structures was attributed to the difference in gas diffusion modes. The 60% increase in PIM-EA(Me2)-TB d-spacing due to blending with PAF-1 was sufficient to support a Knudsen diffusion mechanism for H2 but not for larger gases like N2 and CH4. This enhanced H2 separation from CH4 and N2, leading to H2/CH4 separation performances. The compatibility of PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 resulted in selective aging that benefitted the transport of He and H2 gas molecules, similar to other PIM/PAF membranes, where some physical aging drivers remain untethered to PAF-1. The excellent H2 permeabilities and H2/CH4 selectivities of aged PIM-EA(Me2)-TB/PAF-1 at realistic operating conditions (Table S10, Fig. S26, ESI†) are ideal for exploiting these mixed matrix membranes for recovering H2 from the off-gas of hydrocracker refineries in high temperature and pressure conditions.

Conclusions

In summary, through a very simple change in the structure of a PIM, we elucidated the mechanism leading to controlling both plasticisation and physical aging in ultrapermeable nano-composites. The absence of pendant methyl groups resulted in PIM chains that aggregated and prevented fine intercalation with PAF-1 nanoparticles; minimizing the benefits of PAF-1 towards enhancing membrane separation and the effects of aging and rigid polymer chains. Hence, polymer additive compatibility could be manipulated to direct specific molecular-scale interactions between the bulk matrix and the additive at precise locations of the polymer chains; allowing facile design of mixed matrix membranes that age differently. In addition, these ultrapermeable composites demonstrated some form of chain rigidification, even at high pressures and temperatures. PIM/PAF composites have potential for membrane gas separations involving important gases for the global economy, in addition to the described performance of separating H2 from natural gas. These include He mining from natural gases, O2 or N2 enrichment of air and H2 separation from ammonia purge gases.
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